Abstract-Tinnitus often occurs after exposure to loud noise. This raises the question of whether repeated exposure to noise increases the risk of developing tinnitus. We thus studied tinnitus development after repeated acoustic overstimulation using startle and auditory brainstem-response techniques applied to Mongolian gerbils. Noise with bandwidths ranging from 0.25 up to 0.5 oct were used for repeated acoustic overstimulation. Auditory brainstem response measurements revealed similar threshold shifts in both groups of up to about 30 dB directly after the acoustic overstimulation. We identified an upper limit in threshold values, which was independent of the baseline values before the noise exposure. Several weeks after the acoustic overstimulation, animals with the noise bandwidth of 0.25 oct showed a permanent threshold shift, while animals of the group with the 0.5-oct noise band featured only a temporary threshold shift. We thus conclude that the threshold shift directly after noise exposure cannot be used as an indicator for the upcoming threshold level several weeks later. By using behavioral measurements, we investigated the frequency-dependent development of tinnitus-related changes in both groups and one group with 1-oct noise bandwidth. The number of animals that show tinnitus-related changes was highest in animals that received noise with the bandwidth 0.5 oct. This number was, in contrast to the number of animals in the 0.25-oct bandwidth, not significantly increased after repeated overstimulation. The frequency distribution of tinnitusrelated changes ranged from 4 to 20 kHz. In the group with the narrow-band noise (0.25 oct) changes center at one frequency range from 10 to 12 kHz. In the group with the broader noise band (0.5 oct), however, two peaks at 8-10 kHz and at 16-18 kHz were found, which suggests that different mechanisms underlie the tinnitus development. Ó 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of IBRO. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
INTRODUCTION
Worldwide, millions of people hear sounds without a detectable source, a phenomenon called tinnitus. The phantom noise sensation of a subjective tinnitus occurs without internal or external sound source and it is believed that one of the main causes of subjective chronic tinnitus is damage to the inner ear from acoustic overstimulation or Menie`re disease (Spoendlin and Schrott, 1987; Davis and Rafaie, 2000) . However, tinnitus is not considered to be a causative disease, but rather a syndrome of different disorders presumably localized, both, in the inner ear and in the central auditory pathway (Noren˜a and Farley, 2013) .
Initiation and early causes of tinnitus are mostly related to peripheral damage. Acoustic overstimulation, for example, initially affects different structures in the inner ear. Inner hair cells (IHC) are in the central focus of investigations, given their central role for transmitting the input signal to the brain (e.g., Liberman 1984; Lenarz et al., 1993) . It has been observed that increased glutamate release from the IHCs after an acoustic trauma led to a reversible swelling of the dendrites of the cochlear nerve (Spoendlin, 1971; Robertson, 1983) . Overstimulation with very loud noise can lead to a permanent shift in the hearing threshold and irreversible damage to hair bundles and destruction of hair cells (Wang et al., 2002; Kujawa and Liberman, 2009) , often followed by the degeneration of auditory nerve fibers and loss of spiral ganglion cells (Pujol and Puel, 1999; Kujawa and Liberman, 2009; Lin et al., 2011) . Chronic tinnitus, on the other hand, is of central origin, as the phantom noise sensation remains even after transection of the auditory nerve (House and Brackmann, 1981; Wigand et al., 1982) . This form of tinnitus is related to brain plasticity responding to the pathological activity patterns following inner ear damage (Okamoto et al., 2010; Engineer et al., 2011) .
The mechanisms underlying the development of tinnitus are largely unknown and only some models (e.g., Schaette and Kempter, 2006; Parra and Pearlmutter, 2007; Zeng, 2013) give suggestions how input loss and the development of tinnitus are related. Manifestation of plasticity-related changes during tinnitus development can be found in the dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN), inferior colliculus (IC) and the auditory cortex (AC) (e.g., Eggermont and Komiya, 2000; Valentine et al., 2004; Scholl and Wehr, 2008; Koehler and Shore, 2013; Manzoor et al., 2013; Niu et al., 2013) . These changes are accompanied by changes in limbic structures (Kraus http and Canlon, 2012), which probably relate to the influence of attention and emotions such as stress in tinnitus manifestation (Melcher et al., 2000; Lockwood et al., 2001) . The syndrome-like characteristics of tinnitus are especially related to the large variety of phantom percepts between patients (Eggermont, 2012) . Tinnitus of mainly tonal appearance can have very different pitches ranging from 0.5 up to 16 kHz (e.g., Noren˜a et al., 2002; Ko¨nig et al., 2006; Roberts et al., 2008) . Non-tonal tinnitus is often described in the categories of noise, whistling, hissing, buzzling and chirping. All these different types of tinnitus cannot be easily related to the cause and circumstances of induction (Nicolas-Puel et al., 2006; Kreuzer et al., 2012) , which makes the search for underlying mechanisms rather complicated.
Research using animal models can help to disentangle such mechanisms underlying tinnitus induction and development. The induction of tinnitus through acoustic overstimulation is in this context a very useful model, as tinnitus following noise trauma is in the majority of cases described as ''tonal" by tinnitus patients (Kreuzer et al., 2012) . This suggests that a rather localized and defined damage in the central auditory pathway is substantially contributing to the pathology. The gerbil model of trauma-induced tinnitus is well compatible with the notion mentioned above. Several weeks after noise trauma the finally developing tinnitus, as characterized at the behavioral level, has a narrow, spectrally well-defined characteristic at or slightly above the frequency range of the inducing noise (Nowotny et al., 2011) . This rather simple relationship is not the common situation in rodent models for tinnitus. Tinnitus in rats and mice was described at different positions and of different spectral width (e.g., Longenecker and Galazyuk, 2011; Turner et al., 2012; Lobarinas et al., 2013; Ru¨ttiger et al., 2013; Singer et al., 2013) . While inducing stimuli (pure tone, noise band) were somewhat different in these studies, the relationship with the induced tinnitus was not simple. The only consistency was that in almost all cases the induced tinnitus was at higher frequencies (e.g., Longenecker and Galazyuk, 2011; Dehmel et al., 2012; Turner et al., 2012) . In addition, it should be noted that also in the gerbil model the situation regarding the spectral content of the tinnitus sensation is less clear in the first phase of tinnitus development when the startle-based detection of tinnitus finds more broadband and unstable pattern of tinnitus (Nowotny et al., 2011) .
In order to determine possibly underlying mechanisms of tinnitus induction it is therefore necessary to investigate the dependence of tinnitus on details of the inducing stimulation. This is the aim of the present study. By systematically controlling the width and repetition pattern of the traumatizing noise we investigate important factors of tinnitus induction. The severity, width and spectral pattern of the resulting percept was investigated and revealed interesting patterns and a systematic relation to the parameters of tinnitus induction.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Animals
Twenty-nine Mongolian gerbils (Meriones unguiculatus), obtained from the institute's breeding colony, weighing on average 47 ± 18 g and with starting age between 3 and 5 months were used in these experiments. Gerbils were housed in small groups, males separated from females, in a light-dark cycle of 12:12 h with food and water accessible ad libitum. Experimental procedures were approved according to federal regulations (approved by Regierungspraesidium Darmstadt, number F104/53). To compare effects of noise-induced hearing loss and tinnitus development, we measured auditory brain stem responses (ABRs) and startle responsebased behavior in the same animals. Since in earlier studies (Nowotny et al., 2011; Serra et al., 2015) no correlations between outer hair cell damage and tinnitus were observed, distortion product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs) were not measured.
General anesthesia
Animals were anesthetized for ABR measurements and acoustic overstimulation with a mixture of 100 mg/ml ketamine (Ketavet Ò , Pfizer), 2% xylazine (Rompun Ò , Bayer) diluted in physiological saline solution (0.9%, Braun) at a ratio of 4.5:1:4.5. Anesthesia was induced with an initial dose of 0.25 ml per 100 g body weight (Goss-Sampson and Kriss, 1991; Nowotny et al., 2011; Althen et al., 2012) . In literature, the use of ketamine/ xylazine does not alter ABR amplitudes (Smith and Mills, 1989) . When data on ABR threshold shift directly after the noise trauma were compared between the anesthetized and the awake states, no effect of ketamine use was found (e.g., Popela´r et al., 1987; Syka et al., 1994) . Depth of anesthesia was controlled with the toe-pinch reflex and by checking for movement of the vibrissae. The animal was placed on a heating pad to maintain body temperature at 38°C and a micropump (WPI, sp100i syringe pump, World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL, USA) was used for continuous infusion of anesthetics (0.04 ml/h, i.p.) during the entire experiment.
ABRs and acoustic overstimulation
ABR measurements are used to obtain information about auditory sensitivity at the levels of the auditory nerve up to the IC. Pure-tone-evoked ABR responses can be registered at the skull surface with the help of the far-field technique (Jewett et al., 1970) . We used short pure tones (10 ms, 0.5 ms r/f) with stimulation frequencies from 2 to 20 kHz (2 kHz steps) and sound pressure levels from 0 to 80 dB SPL (sometimes 90 dB SPL) in 5-dB steps. The recording experiment including stimulus generation was run by a custom-built computer program written in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc.; Version 2007b, Natick, MA, USA). Computer-generated waveforms were transferred to an internal sound card (ESI Juli@24-bit/192 kHz, Leonberg, Germany, in some experiments. DAP 3000A-212). Signals were amplified (Rotel RB 1510, North Reading, MA, USA) and broadcasted via loudspeaker (MHT 12 8 O, Visaton Ò , Haan, Germany) located 10 cm from the left ear of the animal. ABRs were recorded differentially from two subcutaneous positions using silver electrodes. The (À)-electrode was placed close to the left auditory bulla and the (+)-electrode above the right IC. An additional reference electrode was positioned at the caudal end of the back close to the tail root. For each stimulus, measurements were repeated 400 times with an inter-stimulus interval of 100 ms and averaged to achieve a better signal-to-noise ratio. Signals from the electrodes were sent via preamplifier to a differential amplifier (Cornerstone, Ex1, Dagan Corporation, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA) with a gain of 2.000 and a band-pass filter set to 0.3-2 kHz. The signal was then fed back into the soundcard (sampling rate 96 kHz) and stored in the computer for further analysis. ABR threshold values were determined through visual inspection and were double-checked by an independent observer. ABR thresholds were determined directly before and again immediately after acoustic overstimulation. As thresholds were always elevated after the noise trauma, the measurement range was adjusted to the range 60 up to 90 dB SPL (5-dB steps). ABR threshold data (SPL was lowest to evoke an ABR response) from all frequency points were combined per animal for individual hearingthreshold curves.
Acoustic overstimulation for tinnitus induction was performed using System 3 hardware and RPVDs software from Tucker Davis Technologies (Alachua, USA). Noise bands around a center frequency of 8 kHz were generated in a signal processor (RP2. 1 processor), attenuated (programmable attenuator PA5) to the desired SPL of 105 dB SPL (1 h, peak-to-peak, which corresponds to 95.3 dB SPL RMS), then amplified (Rotel, RB 1510, North Reading, USA) and presented free-field from 20 cm above the animal via a horn speaker (HTH 8.7, Visaton, Haan, Germany) . Three different animal groups were overstimulated with noise bands around 8 kHz of different widths: 0.25-octave wide (narrow, 7.3-8.7 kHz), 0.5-octave wide (medium, 6.7-9.5 kHz), and 1-octave wide (wide, 5.7-11.3 kHz). For the animal groups with 0.25-oct noise (n = 10) and with 0.5-oct noise (n = 11) the same acoustic overstimulation was repeated eight weeks after the first one. As for the first trauma, again, hearing thresholds were determined by ABR measurements before and after the second overstimulation.
ABR peak amplitude analysis
Response changes along the auditory path were investigated with a peak amplitude analysis of the ABR waveforms. The amplitudes of individual maxima (peaks) were examined at different sound pressure levels (0-80 dB SPL) for each animal and test frequency (custom-built software under MATLAB R2007b, the MathWorks, Inc.; MA, USA). Individual amplitude maxima for the different peaks were averaged across animals for the measurements: before trauma, eight weeks after the first trauma and eight weeks after the second trauma.
Startle response measurements
Characteristics of induced tinnitus perception were detected by acoustic startle response (ASR) behavioral measurements. Thereby, mainly the frequency characteristics could be determined, with its temporal development characterized through repeated measurements. Detailed information about the procedure of ASR measurements in gerbils was published previously (Nowotny et al., 2011) . In brief, a measuring platform (Med Associates Inc., St. Albans, VT, USA) was used to sense the response amplitude of the acoustically elicited whole-body startle response, which was induced by a sudden, loud noise burst. The response signal passed a charging amplifier (PHM 250B; Med Associates Inc., St. Albans, USA) and was amplified (4Â) and filtered (1 Hz to 3 kHz) before it was sent back into an external soundcard (Fireface 400, RME, Heimhausen, Germany). A custom-built MATLAB program (MATLAB R2007b, The MathWorks, Inc., MA, USA, kindly provided by Manfred Koessl) was used for generation of the stimulus and for analysis of the measured signal.
After a habituation phase of approximately ten minutes at the beginning of each recording session, animals were exposed to eight standard startle-evoking stimuli (BBN: 1.5 kHz to 20 kHz, duration: 20 ms, rise/ fall-time: 10 ls at 105 dB SPL (inter-stimulus interval: 14 s), which were not incorporated in the evaluation. For all ASR measurements, each stimulus or stimulus combination was repeated 25 times in a randomized sequence within a stimulus paradigm. The general startle behavior of the individual animals was characterized with an input-output function (I/O) of the ASR. For this, the SPL of the startle stimulus was varied in steps of 10 dB between 65 and 115 dB SPL. The ASR can be inhibited by the presentation of a non-startling pre-pulse occurring shortly before the ASR-eliciting stimulus. This is called pre-pulse inhibition (PPI). The amount of PPI can be seen as an indicator for hearing sensitivity (Yang et al., 2007) , which can change after noise overstimulation. PPI measurements were important when attempting to determine tinnitus rather uninfluenced by noise-induced hearing loss. A noise burst pre-pulse (duration: 20 ms, at 75 dB SPL) was presented starting 100 ms before the ASR stimulus. These pulses were presented with ten different center frequencies (2-20 kHz in 2 kHz steps), each with a bandwidth of 0.125 oct.
The so-called gap-induced PPI of the ASR (gap-PPI) for tinnitus detection makes use of the fact that the ASR is also inhibited by a pre-pulse in the form of a gap in background noise right before the startle stimulus (Hoffman and Ison, 1980; Koch, 1999; Gaese et al., 2009 ). We used a 50-ms gap starting 100 ms before the startle stimulus. This gap pre-pulse was presented in background noise (bandwidth 0.125 oct, at 75 dB SPL) centered at ten different frequencies (2-20 kHz in 2-kHz steps). For each center frequency the paradigm included trials with and without gap pre-pulse for comparison. One stimulus trial had a duration of 14 s with the background noise starting after 5 s, the pre-pulse at 9.4 s, and the startle stimulus starting at 9.5 s.
Absolute startle response amplitudes were determined by subtracting the maximal amplitude of the spontaneous motor activity (100 ms time window before startle stimulus or pre-pulse) from the maximal amplitude of the ASR (100 ms time window after startle stimulus onset). If the spontaneous activity in a given trial was too high and the resulting value was lower than À0.4 V, this measurement was not used for further evaluation. The percentage of PPI was quantified by PPI (%) = (ASR without gapÀASR with gap)/ASR without gap * 100. Using Sigma Plot (Version 10.0, Systat Software, Inc., Erkrath, Germany), the values from all test animals were averaged as mean ± standard deviation (SD) and plotted as a function of SPL (I/O) or center frequency of the background noise (PPI, gap-PPI).
The number of animals showing a significant reduction in gap-PPI was counted by using a threshold criterion for the reduction of >2 SD from the baseline PPI values (Fig. 1) . For average baseline SD calculation, we used the measured gap-PPI values from all animals before the noise trauma. To determine the SD that is used as criterion, gap-PPI value at each stimulus frequency were averaged (Fig. 1) . For comparing the three different bandwidth groups (0.25-1 oct trauma bandwidth) an average SD of 11.8% (n = 29) was detected, resulting in a threshold criterion of 22% reduction in PPI. For repeated trauma, only two different bandwidth groups (0.25 and 0.5 oct) with an average SD of 12.4% (n = 21) were used, resulting in a threshold criterion of 24% reduction in PPI. This criterion was applied per animal and test frequency.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed with JMP (Version 7.0; SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). ABR and ASR measurements were analyzed in repeated-measures ANOVAs testing the influences of the parameters frequency (10 values: 2-20 kHz in 2-kHz steps), time point of measurement (five times) and groups. Greenhouse-Geisser-corrected p-values were used for ABR and ASR measurements if necessary (Mauchly's test for sphericity). Post-hoc comparisons were Bonferroni-Holm corrected for multiple comparisons. Few partial analyses were carried out pair-wise using the Wilcoxon's MPSR test (matched-pairs signed rank). Significance was assumed at p < 0.05, different levels are marked in the figures as * (p < 0.05), ** (p < 0.01) and *** (p < 0.001).
RESULTS
We determined the risk of tinnitus development after acoustic noise overstimulation in Mongolian gerbils with three different noise bandwidths of 0.25, 0.5 and 1 oct. All groups received a noise trauma of 105 dB SPL and a duration of one hour but with different bandwidths around the center frequency of 8 kHz. At the beginning of the study, ABR recordings and behavioral measurements (ASR) were performed to characterize the normal (healthy) state of the animals. These measurements were repeated after each noise exposure to document hearing threshold shifts (every five weeks thereafter) and tinnitus development (every eight weeks thereafter). Further, over a period of sixteen weeks and two noise traumata in each group, we repeatedly measured noise-induced threshold shifts and tinnitus related changes in the 0.25-and 0.5 octbandwidth groups.
Bandwidth of traumatizing noise has a non-linear effect on induced tinnitus
In the first part of the study we investigated the influence of the bandwidth of acoustic overstimulation on the degree and frequency characteristics of tinnitus induction. Using three different bandwidths of 0.25, 0.5 and 1 oct around a center frequency of 8 kHz we determined the reduction in gap-PPI response five frequency (kHz) weeks after the first acoustic overstimulation. As a quantitative measure for the severity of tinnitus induction we counted the number of affected animals with strong reduction in gap-PPI inhibition (>2 SD of baseline gap-PPI values). The strongest reduction in gap-PPI was found for the intermediate bandwidth of 0.5 oct, both in terms of the number of affected test frequencies and in terms of the number of animals affected at a given frequency (Fig. 1) . Both, broader traumatizing noise and narrower noise led to a reduction in tinnitus effects. Further comparisons revealed that trauma induction with narrow-band noise (both, 0.25 oct and 0.5 oct bandwidth) led to a significantly stronger gap-PPI reduction compared to the broad traumatizing noise (1 oct bandwidth), i.e. were related to a higher risk of developing tinnitus (Fig. 1 , Wilcoxon MPSR: 0.25-0.5 oct : n = 8, S = 17, p = 0.004, 0.25-1.0 oct: n = 8, S = 13, p = 0.03; 0.5-1.0 oct: n = 8, S = 18, p = 0.08). The 0.5 oct bandwidth led to particularly strong effects: about 63% of the Mongolian gerbils showed strong changes in gap-PPIs at 16 and 18 kHz. To control for hearing impairment, which would interfere with detecting gap-PPI, we additionally measured toneinduced PPI and found no differences in PPI values before and five weeks after acoustic overstimulation (Fig. 7) .
In general, the frequency-dependent distribution of tinnitus induction was more extended toward the highfrequency side of the traumatizing noise and was double-peaked. For the medium and narrow traumatizing noise, there was a peak around and slightly above the used trauma frequency band and a second peak in the high-frequency range (14-20 kHz) with a dip in between at around 12 kHz. These two peaks were narrowed down for the broad traumatizing noise to only two test frequencies (4 and 6 kHz; low-frequency range), and to 16 kHz only (high-frequency range). While the non-linear characteristics of the relationship between trauma bandwidth and tinnitus effects, measured five weeks after trauma, were clearly independent of the induced noise trauma, other aspects already became obvious in the trauma-related threshold shifts (see below).
Noise-induced threshold shift directly after the trauma was independent of traumatizing noise bandwidth In order to determine the effect of an acoustic overstimulation on brainstem responses, we measured ABR thresholds before, immediately and eight weeks after the acoustic overstimulation (Fig. 2) . Focusing on the highly effective trauma bandwidths of 0.25 and 0.5 oct, it was obvious that ABR threshold shifts occurred almost entirely at and above trauma frequency (Fig. 2) , with shifts up to 30 dB (Fig. 2C) . These threshold shifts clearly extended to the high-frequency range above the (highest measured) frequency of 20 kHz while even at the most sensitive threshold values found at 4 kHz (mean 18.7 ± 2.7 dB SPL, n = 21) no shift occurred as it was clearly below trauma frequency. A well-comparable pattern of ABR threshold shifts was induced through the application of overstimulation by different bandwidths, with largest difference between ABR baseline thresholds and those measured directly after trauma at 12 kHz (group 0.25 oct: 28.8 ± 8.6 dB, group 0.5 oct: 30.0 ± 11.1 dB, Fig. 2C ).
Long-term threshold recovery was only complete after trauma with 0.5-oct noise
We measured ABR thresholds again eight weeks later to determine threshold recovery. Although threshold shift directly after the acoustic overstimulation were rather consistent (Fig. 2C) , the recovery eight weeks later was clearly different between groups. The narrow-band traumatizing noise ( Fig. 2A) led to a permanent threshold shift with still significantly increased threshold values at 8, 10, 12, 14, and 18 kHz after trauma (post hoc: significant differences as indicated in Fig. 2A , black circles). Starting at 8 kHz, the average threshold shift eight weeks after trauma with 0.25-oct noise was 14.3 ± 9.3 dB (n = 10). In contrast, after trauma with 0.5-oct noise a recovery to baseline values could be observed. Only a single significantly increased threshold value remained at 14 kHz (Fig. 2B, black circles) . In summary, traumatizing noise bands of 0.25-and 0.5-oct bandwidth around 8 kHz induced well-comparable thresholds shifts in the measured range up to 20 kHz. While thresholds in the 0.5-oct group were well recovered after eight weeks, recovery in the 0.25-oct group remained incomplete. Therefore, threshold shift and recovery were not predictive for the details of tinnitus induction as the trauma effects were stronger in the 0.25-oct group, while the 0.5-oct group had a more prominent pattern of tinnitus induction.
Changes in threshold level across repetitive noise trauma are very consistent
The impact of repeated acoustic overstimulation on ABR threshold was tested by applying a second noise trauma to all animals of both groups eight weeks after the first one. Thresholds in all animals at frequencies below the trauma-band frequencies were at the level of the original baseline values before the second trauma was applied (Fig. 3) . At 4 kHz, as for example shown in Fig. 3A , animals in the 0.25-oct group had an average ABR threshold of 20.5 ± 6.9-dB SPL (n = 10). In the 0.5-oct group the threshold at 4 kHz was 21.3 ± 2.3-dB SPL (n = 11; Fig. 3B ). The prior conditions for the second trauma were different between both groups in the frequency range above 6 kHz where the first trauma had been effective: while ABR threshold in the 0.25-oct group at frequencies above 6 kHz had remained significantly above baseline values, ABR threshold in the 0.5-oct group had returned to baseline levels. By setting a second noise trauma with the same characteristics as the first one in each group, ABR threshold values increased again significantly (Fig. 3) . Well comparable to the first trauma, threshold increase was only obvious in the frequency range of the trauma frequency and above, with resulting levels of on average 68.7-dB SPL (8-20 kHz, n = 21). This was rather comparable in both groups. The maximum threshold shift was again found at 12 kHz, the amount of threshold shift, however, was different depending on the preconditions i.e. bandwidth of traumatizing noise (0.25-oct group: 14.1 ± 0.2 dB; 0.5-oct group: 23.2 ± 7.5 dB; Fig. 4A) .
Recovery from the second trauma was again determined eight weeks later. Thresholds had returned to lower values well consistent with the recovery after the first trauma. In detail, this pattern differed between the two groups. The 0.25-oct group kept a less profound but still permanent threshold shift at frequencies above 6 kHz (Fig. 3A, black circles) , while in the 0.5-oct group the recovery was almost complete and only one significant difference (at 14 kHz) was found in comparison to the baseline (Fig. 3B, black circles) . Recovered thresholds were astonishingly consistent after first and second trauma, especially in the 0.5-oct group (Fig. 3B) . Recovery in the 0.25-oct group was, again, not complete (Fig. 3A) . For the frequency range around and directly above trauma frequency, the final threshold remained even lower than after the first trauma, while in the frequency range 14 kHz and above the recovered threshold was at the same level as after the first trauma.
The variable influence of a noise trauma on the induced ABR threshold shift and the determining factors were investigated by comparing baseline values and shifts between first and second trauma. A comparison of ABR threshold shift after the second trauma with the baseline values right before any noise application was done (before trauma one), showed that traumatizing noise of different bandwidths led again to comparable long-term threshold shifts that were not significantly different between groups (Fig. 4B) . These overall effects were, in addition, well comparable to the threshold shifts induced by the first trauma only (compare to Fig. 2C second trauma, the noise-induced threshold change in the 0.25-oct group was smaller than in the 0.5-oct group (Fig. 4A) . Taken together, how strongly ABR thresholds are affected by an acoustic trauma seems to be mainly determined by a limiting upper level for the threshold that can be reached after noise trauma, independent of noise bandwidth and precondition. This assumed limit was on average close to 70 dB SPL (e.g., at 12 kHz, 0.25-oct group, threshold after first trauma: 65.4 ± 7.5 dB SPL, n = 10, after second trauma: at 65.9 ± 6.6 dB SPL, n = 10).
Decrease of cochlear input to the auditory path is accompanied by an increased central activity only in the 0.5-oct noise group ABR waveforms can be used to determine hearing thresholds for individual frequencies. We observed changes in ABR waveform amplitudes not only at threshold level but also at higher SPLs (Fig. 5, 80 dB SPL). In both groups, e.g., the amplitude of the first peak in the ABR waveform, which represents the cochlear input (input peak), was reduced eight weeks after the first noise trauma (Fig. 5 left side, auditory nerve activity). A repetition of the noise trauma, however, additionally reduced the ABR amplitude of the input peak only in the 0.5-oct group.
Differences between both trauma groups were also found in later responses (late peak) in the ABR waveforms (Fig. 5 right side, IC activity) . While in the 0.25-oct group the amplitude of the late peak decreased eight weeks after the first noise trauma, the amplitude response in the 0.5-oct group was increased. After application of the second noise trauma, the 0.25-oct group and the 0.5-oct group showed no further decrease or increase in amplitude, respectively. A decrease of amplitude values was only documented in the 0.25-oct group at 16 kHz (Fig. 5D, red curve) . Concerning the ratio in amplitude between the input and late peak along the auditory path, both groups started with comparable values before the noise trauma (0.25-oct group = 1.1, 0.5-oct group = 1.3). Since both, the input peak and the late peak decreased in amplitude in the 0.25-oct group, the ratio between the peaks was not different (0.25 oct = 1.2). In the 0.5-oct group the amplitude ratio increased to 1.9 due to the opposed development of the input and late peak.
Trauma repetition only increased the risk to develop tinnitus in the 0.25-oct noise group
As induced tinnitus after a first trauma was already strongly affected by noise bandwidth, one would expect even further differentiation after a second trauma. This was quantified by counting the number of animals with strong gap-PPI changes (>2 SD baseline values) several times after acoustic trauma.
We found that the frequency distribution of tinnitusrelated changes was different between both groups. After trauma with 0.25-oct bandwidth, most animals showed deficits in gap-PPI focused in the frequency range around 10 to 12 kHz, which was well above the applied overstimulation (Fig. 6A) . In contrast, after trauma with 0.5-oct noise the distribution showed two distinct peaks depending on frequency, one at around 8 kHz and one around 16 kHz (Fig. 6B) . The most obvious difference already after the first trauma was that 0.5-oct trauma bandwidth led to a much higher percentage of affected animals. Maximum percentage of affected animals per measured frequency was: 0.25-oct group (at 10 kHz) = 30%; 0.5-oct group (at 16 kHz) = 63%. In both groups, the pattern of tinnitus induction was not strongly affected by the second trauma and the overall distribution remained fairly constant. Although the number of affected animals was higher in the 0.5-oct group, a repeated noise trauma led to a significant increase of affected animals in the 0.25-group only (Fig. 6A , Wilcoxon MPSR: n = 10, S = 19.5, p = 0.023). Comparison at the individual level of each animal, in which we related the gap-PPI changes at the tested frequency five weeks after the first and second noise trauma to each other, supported an increased tinnitus risk in the 0.25-oct group. Most (53.8%) of the counted gap-PPI changes were new gap-PPI reductions after the second trauma. In the 0.5-oct group new changes after the second trauma were only found in 26.1% of the cases and the number of invariable gap-PPI changes after each noise trauma was most dominant (43.5%). Furthermore, an improvement of animal status (0.25 oct = 3 of 10 animals, 0.5 oct = 7 of 10 animals), by the absence of strong gap-PPI changes at a certain frequency after the second noise trauma, was detected in both groups (percentage of all gap-PPI changes: 0.25 oct = 11.5% of the changes, 0.5 oct = 30.4%).
The observed difference between groups already after the first trauma could have possibly been related to the differentially affected ABR thresholds. While threshold recovery in the 0.5-oct group was complete, this was not the case in the 0.25-oct group. One might argue that this stronger effect in the latter group might have affected general hearing which should lead to incomparable startle measurements. As a control measurement, we tested the influence of 75-dB loud noise pre-pulses on the ASR. Comparable PPI before and after trauma would indicate consistent startle thresholds, which was found for all groups and traumata (Fig. 7 ). This rules out the possible explanation that the smaller percentage of tinnitus induction is resulting from a general trauma-induced deficit in hearing in this group. The 0.5-oct group, for comparison, showed a nonsignificant tendency toward reduced noise pulse-PPI after trauma. 
DISCUSSION
In the present study, we show that the use of different trauma bandwidths has a nonlinear effect on the risk to develop tinnitus. Especially, noise trauma resulting from medium bandwidths (0.5 oct) bears the highest risk of tinnitus development. However, a repetitive application of a noise trauma only increases the tinnitus risk in the narrow-band noise groups of 0.25 oct. A comparison of the reached hearing threshold levels directly after the trauma application revealed an upper limit of threshold change that is independent of trauma bandwidth and precondition. It is well known that directly after an acoustic overstimulation the ABR threshold lifts up and sometimes does not recover to the baseline values even several days and weeks afterward. It was usually assumed that the amount of threshold shift correlates with the severity of overstimulation-induced damages (Roberts et al., 2010; Kaltenbach, 2011) . This damage in the ear then causes changes in the ascending auditory pathway (Eggermont and Roberts, 2004) , including a decreased input to the brain, which might be related to the development of a chronic perception of tinnitus. Basic research on tinnitus often focuses on the duration and intensity of acoustic overstimulation (e.g., Bauer and Brozoski, 2001; Ru¨ttiger et al., 2013; Singer et al., 2013) . Both parameters play key roles for the development of tinnitus, given that the severity of the hearing impairment aggravates with increasing intensity and duration of the acoustic overstimulation. Heffner and Harrington (2002) and Suberman et al. (2011) suggest that the latter is caused by an increasing loss of hair cells in the cochlea.
Derived from the pattern of changes in ABR threshold, hearing loss can be temporary or permanent. A possibly underlying mechanism might depend on the damages resulting from overstimulation in both, outer and IHC (Chen and Fechter, 2003) . Damaged single hair bundles can merge (Kujawa, 2003) , the tip-links of the hair bundles can be torn apart or the cell lines can swell (Harding and Bohne, 2004) . A complete loss of hair cells can follow the loss of an entire hair bundle (e.g., Harding and Bohne, 2004; Kujawa, 2003) . Moreover, neurotransmitters are extensively released during acoustic overstimulation causing a swelling of synapses on the dendrites of auditory nerve neurons (Robertson, 1983) . Resulting severe damage and loss of the afferent neuron terminals after noise stimulation was described by Kujawa and Liberman (2009) .
All these processes in the cochlea and the auditory nerve cells can lead to an increase of ABR threshold values. In the present study an acoustic overstimulation with an intensity of 105 dB SPL and a duration of one hour resulted in a threshold shift of about 25-30 dB at frequencies above 8 kHz regardless of the bandwidth of the overstimulating noise bands. Therefore, bandwidth seems to have no impact on the amount of threshold shift measured directly after the acoustic overstimulation. Eight weeks after the acoustic overstimulation, a difference in the threshold values became obvious. Animals of the 0.25-oct group showed a permanent threshold shift. In contrast, animals of the 0.5-oct group exhibited only a temporary threshold shift (TTS). This points to the fact that the trauma bandwidth indeed has an impact on the cochlea damage, which is only detectable in long-time threshold values.
Unexpectedly, we found that the maximum threshold shift directly after the acoustic overstimulation is limited. This limit was independent of the baseline values and probably associated with the number and type of damage-affected afferent nerve fibers. IHC have a multiple innovation by 10-30 afferent fibers (Bohne et al., 1982; Liberman et al., 1990; Stamataki et al., 2006) . These fibers have different threshold and spontaneous rates (Kantardzhieva et al., 2013) , which increase the dynamic range of the auditory periphery and it is known that noise-induced hearing loss selectively reduce the number of fibers wit high threshold and low spontaneous rates (Furman et al., 2013) . We were able to con- . Pre-pulse inhibition before and after acoustic trauma in all groups with different trauma bandwidths. The average prepulse inhibition is shown as a function of test frequency for the three groups with differences in the frequency width of trauma induction. All groups were tested using noise burst pre-pulses (0.25-oct bandwidth) at ten different test frequencies. Depicted are group data for a trauma bandwidth of (A) 0.25 oct, (B) 0.5 oct, and (C) 1 oct.
firm these reductions of fibers after noise trauma by an indirect method, i.e. peak analysis of the ABR waveforms at high levels (80 dB SPL). Assuming that our ABR measurements directly after the acoustic overstimulation are influenced by this fiber loss it seems that a constant amount of noise with certain SPL and the repetition of them lead to a fiber loss of the same (high spontaneous rate) population. A repetition of the noise trauma only deceased the low spontaneous fibers in the 0.5-oct group. Due to the reduced input to the auditory path, only the 0.5-oct group (with the higher tinnitus rate) exhibited an increase of later peak amplitudes. This increased central gain could be interpreted as a functional equivalent to homeostatic plasticity on this long timescale of eight weeks, which would point to tinnitus related changes (Parra and Pearlmutter, 2007) . Concerning the permanent threshold shift, even when hair cells are lost and a permanent threshold shift occur only the same population of fibers will be lost. Depending on the severity of overstimulation-induced changes in the organ of Corti, the number of auditory nerve fibers connected to the IHCs is reduced (Kujawa or Liberman, 2009 ). Consequently, the signal input to the central processing areas is limited as a result of pathological changes in the frequency range of the acoustic overstimulation. This loss of excitation is assumed to be associated with the removal of inhibition to the neighboring neurons at the overstimulation border frequencies, which could lead to a stronger activity in these areas (Eggermont and Roberts, 2004) . The increase of the receptive area, to compensate the lost input by deafferentation, is called the filling-in phenomenon (e.g., Rauschecker, 1999) . This would predict an overstimulation-induced hyperactivity in two brain (border) areas and a tinnitus perception at two frequencies. Our results are in line with this finding only for overstimulation with a bandwidth of 0.5 oct. However, it was shown repeatedly (Nowotny et al., 2011; Turner et al., 2012 ) that these processes are changing over time making the timing of the measurements critical for the characterization of the induced tinnitus perception.
Like in humans (Noren˜a et al., 2002; Roberts et al., 2008) , tinnitus perception was found over a wide range of frequencies and was consistent with the documented hearing impairment (narrow-band noise affected animals). Repeated acoustic overstimulation is thought to increase cochlea damage and the risk of developing tinnitus (Coomber et al., 2014) . We tested this by replicating the acoustic overstimulation eight weeks after the first one. The application of the first noise trauma decreased the number of low spontaneous IHC fibers in both groups. Furthermore, trauma repetition only decreases the fiber loss in the 0.5-oct group. This further decrease of input to the auditory path did not correlate with a permanent threshold shift and higher number of tinnitus-affected animals, which was found in the 0.25-oct group. Our study shows that the first noise trauma is the crucial factor for developing tinnitus and only a slight increase in the tinnitus risk can be forced by repetition of the noise trauma. An explanation for this slight increase in tinnitus-affected animals could be that the number of animals treated with broadband noise was already high after the first overstimulation. Probably because of the high number of tinnitusaffected animals after the first overstimulation, a further increase was impossible. This leads to an interesting open question for further research: Why is it that not all animals exposed to loud noise develop tinnitus afterward? Several studies on different animal models show that not all animals develop tinnitus after noise exposure (e.g., Engineer et al., 2011; Koehler and Shore, 2013; Ru¨ttiger et al., 2013) . There could be predispositions by a certain activity state of the brain at the time point of input loss (Ahlf et al., 2012) or the non-auditory systems, such as the limbic system, could have an influence on the development of tinnitus (e.g., Singer et al., 2013) . Emotions and attention are controlled by the limbic system. Therefore, the limbic system could have an influence on the tinnitus sensation (Wallha¨usser-Franke et al., 2003; Rauschecker et al., 2010) . This is supported by the fact that people suffering from tinnitus perceive the phantom noise under stress conditions often louder or more intensely.
